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Abstract

Crystal zonations provide valuable snapshot of the dynamic changes within a magma reservoir. However, there can be incon-

sistencies between crystals and their zonations, such that deciphering their signatures becomes convoluted. Crystals grow and

shrink with temperature, pressure, and composition changes, which can change spatially and temporally as crystals transverse

and evolve in the volcanic plumbing system. In this manuscript, we investigate how and at what spatial and temporal scales

zonations record cooling processes in a magma lens after injection of fresh magma from depth. We simulate the cooling inter-

face in either hot basaltic or dacitic magmas after their injection into a cold magma reservoir. We couple fluid dynamics to

thermodynamics by allowing crystals with constant density and size to form and dissolve based on ambient melt properties and

we resolve flow at the scale of each individual crystal. We infer zonations in our simulated crystals by tracking the temperatures

they sample over time, but we do not grow or partially dissolve crystals. Our results show that when thermodynamics and fluid

dynamics are coupled, a self-sustaining instability arises, because crystals transport the cooler-than-ambient melt in which they

formed, creating conditions favorable to crystal formations where the crystal fraction is already high. Our results show that

oscillatory zonation patterns can result from the self-sustaining instability, potentially overprinting larger, system-scale trends.

Also, our results show that many of the crystals in the instability dissolve and lose their record of the instability. Many of the

crystals that persist to the end of the simulation are shorter lived than the entire simulations, under estimating how long the

domain remained at high temperatures. Our results suggest that zonations and their heterogeneity can be indicative of local

instead of system scale processes, highlighting the importance of having multiple indicators to decipher a system scale process.

Thus, we propose multiple indicators for the self-sustaining instability that we describe here.
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Key Points:8

• Coupling flow dynamics to thermal evolution and phase change results in a reac-9

tive crystal-driven instability.10

• The instability can lead to crystal zonations, preserving temporal evolution, spa-11

tial heterogeneity and crystalline scale flow dynamics.12

• Crystals that can record the nuances of the instability may underestimate the longevity13

of a cooling magmatic system.14
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Abstract15

Crystal zonations provide valuable snapshot of the dynamic changes within a magma reser-16

voir. However, crystal zonations are often heterogeneous down to the hand-sample scale,17

such that deciphering their signatures becomes convoluted. Crystals are reactively pre-18

cipitated and dissolving as a function of temperature, pressure, and composition. In this19

manuscript, we investigate what temperature histories crystals experience in a magma20

lens after its injection into a cooler magma reservoir. We simulate the cooling interface21

in either hot basaltic or dacitic magmas after their injection into a cooler magma reser-22

voir. We couple fluid dynamics to thermodynamics by resolving flow at the crystalline-23

scale and allowing crystals with constant density and size to precipitate and dissolve based24

on ambient melt properties. We infer zonations in our simulated crystals by tracking the25

magma temperatures they sample over time. Our results show that when thermodynam-26

ics and fluid dynamics are coupled, a reactive, crystal-driven instability arises, because27

the negative buoyancy of crystals pulls along the cooler-than-ambient melt in which they28

precipitated. As crystals continue to precipitate along the cooling boundary, the insta-29

bility develops into a sustained convective flow. Our results show that crystals record30

complex and unique zonations in this crystalline-scale domain, suggesting that zonations31

and their heterogeneity can be indicative of local instead of system scale processes. Also,32

our results show that many of the crystals in the instability dissolve and lose their ther-33

mal record of the instability. These results highlight the challenges of deciphering system-34

scale process from crystalline data.35

Plain Language Summary36

Similar to tree rings, crystals tell a story of their past through their zonations. How-37

ever, unlike trees, crystals are dynamic and can grow as well as shrink. In order to un-38

derstand what zonation patterns a natural sample crystal would record during cooling,39

we built a simulator that is at the size of individuals crystals. We simulate the physics40

between crystals and melt, as well as, magma properties changing with temperature. Our41

results show that cooling a magmatic injection in a cold magma reservoir that precip-42

itates denser than melt crystals can drive magma flow, which we call an instability. We43

can record the temperatures that a crystal samples over time, giving us insight into the44

zonations seen in natural sample crystals. Our results show that each crystal has a unique45

zonation that is dependent on the temperature distribution within its vicinity. Addition-46

ally, most of the crystals dissolve in the instability, so we lose their record. Overall, the47

crystals in our simulation can reproduce some of the confusing patterns that are often48

found in natural samples, suggesting that zonations can be deceiving. This result high-49

lights the importance of using multiple indicators to understand a process at the scale50

of the volcano.51

1 Introduction52

Some volcanoes erupt with little or no clear warning, raising questions about what53

processes in the plumbing system trigger eruptions. Individual crystals in erupted sam-54

ples may contain vital clues, because they tend to exhibit zonations indicative of chang-55

ing conditions in the magma prior to eruption. These zonations manifest as variations56

in the chemical content along 1D profiles measured from crystal core to rim. Crystals57

grow or dissolve as a function of temperature (T ), composition (C), and pressure (P )58

to maintain thermodynamic equilibrium with their surrounding magma, preserving a tab-59

ular history of the conditions in the volcanic plumbing systems over time (Ginibre et al.,60

2007; Cashman & Blundy, 2013; Wallace & Bergantz, 2005). Hence, crystal zonations61

hold clues about the inner structure and dynamic changes within a volcano (Vance, 1962;62

Ginibre et al., 2007; Cashman & Blundy, 2013; Wallace & Bergantz, 2005). Decipher-63

ing these clues, however, has proven challenging.64
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At system scale of an entire eruption or a layer in a plutonic outcrop, temperature,65

composition and pressure appear to be approximately homogeneous in many volcanic66

systems (Flynn & Mouginis-Mark, 1994; Whitney & Stormer, 1985; Bachmann et al.,67

2002). At the crystalline scale, individual crystals paint a different picture. For exam-68

ple, there is significant heterogeneity in the zonations of individual crystals at a range69

of scales. Even within a single sample, neighboring crystals may exhibit different zona-70

tions (Wallace & Bergantz, 2005; Bachmann et al., 2002). Our aim is to advance our abil-71

ity to reconstruct a coherent story from a heterogeneous crystal record through mod-72

els designed particularly for that purpose.73

Analyses of isotopic, trace, and chemical signatures along crystal zonations is ad-74

vancing our ability to discriminate between the different contributions (T, P, f O2 and75

Comp.) that result in zonations (Cashman & Blundy, 2013; Cooper, 2019; Costa et al.,76

2020). Of these contributions, variability in temperature, or thermal zonations, has at-77

tracted particular attention as they may be related to eruption triggering mechanisms.78

While cooling zonations, or normal zonations, are to be expected for hot magma loos-79

ing heat to cooler wall rock, heating, or reverse zonations are also commonly observed.80

Some studies have argued that reverse zonations suggest that fresh injections of hotter,81

more mafic melt into cooler, more felsic, crystal-rich magma reservoirs may trigger erup-82

tions (e.g. Cashman & Blundy, 2013; Murphy et al., 2000; Bachmann et al., 2002; Shane83

& Smith, 2013); other studies suggest that thermal zonations indicate latent heat release84

due to crystallization driven by degassing under decompression (Blundy et al., 2006) or85

evolving temperatures driven by large-scale thermal convection (e.g. Singer et al., 1995).86

Many crystals in igneous rock samples show thermal zonations that evidence a dy-87

namically evolving temperature in their host magma over time, but not all neighboring88

crystals show the same records of change. The heterogeneity in crystal populations in-89

dicates thermal variability over small spatial scales. Thermal convection was one of the90

first hypotheses proposed to explain crystal heterogeneity (e.g. Singer et al., 1995; Bach-91

mann et al., 2002; Huber et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2000), but it requires large magma92

reservoirs or low viscosities to sustain convection driven by thermal expansivity alone.93

Although plausible, recent studies of plutons highlight that melt-rich magma bodies likely94

exist as ephemeral, thin lenses within a larger—and much more viscous—crystal-rich mush95

zone. Another explanation of zonations is magma mingling following a mafic recharge96

(Sparks et al., 1977; Davidson & Tepley, 1997; Zellmer et al., 2003), a hypothesis that97

is supported by geologic evidence like mafic enclaves and schlieren features in interme-98

diate to felsic igneous rocks (e.g., Alasino et al., 2019; Barbey et al., 2008). Yet, we cur-99

rently lack a model that can explain the speed of mingling that is suggested by crystal100

observations (Till et al., 2015; Rae et al., 2016).101

While thermal zonations have been studied a lot in more felsic and hence more ex-102

plosive systems, thermal zonations also form in milder, more mafic eruptions. Volcanic103

sites like Hawaii and Stromboli are consistently erupting mafic magmas that can be traced104

back to a relatively homogeneous parent magma sourced from the mantle (e.g., Murata,105

1970; Dupuy et al., 1981; Treiman, 1997). Even in these eruptions, heterogeneous ther-106

mal zonations in neighboring olivine and plagioclase crystal populations are well preserved107

(Kahl et al., 2011; Ruth et al., 2018), indicating that thermal zonations and heterogene-108

ity at the crystalline scale are common signatures in many volcanic systems.109

In our previous work (Culha et al., 2020), we simulate dense crystals unstably strat-110

ified in melt-rich magma. We observe crystals settling collectively at the layer scale but111

with small-scale variability arising from individual crystals moving relative to the col-112

lective flow. Here, we hypothesize that small-scale variability in flow within melt-rich magma113

lenses will result in complex thermal zonations in individual crystals as well as thermal114

zonation heterogeneity in the crystal population. In order to test our hypothesis, we de-115

velop a numerical model that captures the hydrodynamic interactions between crystals116

and melt, but also tracks the thermal evolution and allows for reactive crystal precip-117
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itation and dissolution. We couple our previous fluid mechanics model to a new model118

of thermal evolution with phase-change reactions—a coupled system we refer to as magma119

dynamics—by considering a magma of constant bulk composition but varying crystallinity,120

melt density, and viscosity as constrained by thermodynamic phase equilibria modeled121

with rhyolite-MELTS (Gualda et al., 2012; Ghiorso & Gualda, 2015). The model setup122

represents a hot, low-crystallinity, low-viscosity magma injected into a cool mush reser-123

voir. Crystals denser than melt precipitating near the cooling interface are expected to124

settle collectively, thereby sustaining a crystal-driven flow instability of cooler magma125

sinking into the hot injection layer, over time developing into what we refer to as reac-126

tive crystal-driven convection.127

In our simulations of reactive crystal-driven flow, we observe individual crystals sam-128

pling complex and locally heterogeneous thermal histories, suggesting that local-scale129

dynamics can create unique crystal zonations even for crystals involved in mesoscale col-130

lective flow patterns. Furthermore, systematic coupling between fluid mechanics and phase-131

change reaction leads to preservation bias of crystals only from certain flow histories. This132

result suggests that local-scale heterogeneity can overprint broader system-scale trends,133

highlighting the challenges of deducing system-scale dynamics from individual crystal134

records. In light of this result, we propose multiple indicators that in combination will135

allow better interpretation of magma dynamics from thermal zonation profiles.136

2 Methods137

To better understand the magma dynamics of coupled thermal evolution and re-138

active crystal-riven flow we formulate a model of a hot, melt-rich lens cooling after in-139

jection into a cooler mush body (Fig. 1A). We model this scenario as an idealised, two-140

dimensional, square domain of hot magma exposed to a cooler top boundary. To derive141

testable model predictions at the scale of individual crystals, we use a direct numerical142

simulation technique to resolve the precipitation of crystals near the cooling interface143

and their segregation into the adjacent melt-rich layer.144

Our model is based on solving thermally coupled Stokes flow with crystals individ-145

ually resolved as rigid, hydrodynamically interacting bodies. To maintain a crystallinity146

at equilibrium with the thermal evolution, we use a crystal population control algorithm147

that counts crystals present in a meso-scale control volume and adds/removes crystals148

in response to changing temperature (Fig. 1B). To capture small changes in crystallinity149

(Fig. 1C,F) yet resolve the dynamic subtleties in the domain arising from spatial vari-150

ations in melt density and viscosity (Fig. 1D-E and G-H), we choose a control volume151

size that is 10 times larger than the crystal radius in both the lateral and vertical direc-152

tion. This grid setup enables us to capture crystallinity differences of ∼ 2%. Below, we153

first describe the thermally coupled fluid mechanics model before introducing the algo-154

rithm used to maintain thermal phase equilibrium by adding and subtracting crystals155

in the control volume.156

We solve for conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in a crystal-bearing, in-157

compressible melt. Due to the sufficiently high viscosity of the melt, inertial effects are158

negligible and momentum conservation is reduced to the Stokes equation. We model both159

basaltic and dacitic magma (Table 1; Browne et al., 2006) as representative compositions,160

Fig. 1C–E and F–H, respectively, to highlight that our approach can be generalized to161

different compositions of mafic to felsic melt-rich systems. For simplicity, we ignore la-162

tent heat of crystallization. The governing equations for the melt phase are,163

∇ · v` = 0 (1)
164

∇P = ∇ · µ`
(
∇v` + [∇v`]T

)
+ ρ`g + Fc (2)

165

∂T

∂t
+ v` · ∇T = κ∇2T (3)166
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Figure 1. rhyolite-MELTS results. We zoom into the cooling interface of a magma in-

jection within a magma reservoir (A). We use basaltic and dacitic compositions to model phase

equilibria for a range of temperatures at constant pressure to specify crystallinity (C and F),

melt density (D and G) and melt viscosity (E and H) using the rhyolite-MELTS software. We

update the crystallinity in a control volume of several grid cells by adding/removing crystals to

match the calculated equilibrium, whereas we update the melt viscosity and density to their equi-

librium value within individual grid cell (B). We use a different temperature range for basaltic

composition from dacitic composition.

–5–
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where t is time, v` is the velocity of the melt, µ` is the melt viscosity, ρ` is the melt den-167

sity, P is the melt pressure, g is gravity, Fc is the force exerted by the crystals on the168

liquid, cp is the heat capacity, and κ = k/ρcp the thermal diffusion coefficient. We take169

the heat capacity and conductivity of melt and crystal phases to be constant and the same170

at cp = 1367J/(K·kg) and k = 1.53W/(m·K), respectively. The boundaries as shown171

in Fig. 1B are free slip ( ∂v`

∂n = 0, v` ·n = 0, ∂P
∂n = 0, where n is the vector normal to172

the boundary). The top and bottom temperatures of the domain are isothermal for basaltic173

and dacitic compositions. We take the hot and cold temperature values for basalt and174

compositions from Browne et al. (2006) as representative of typical basaltic and dacitic175

systems. The left and right walls are set to insulating (∂T∂n = 0). We set the initial tem-176

perature profile as,177

T (y, t̃ = 750s) =
(Tt + Tb)

2
− (Tb − Tt)

2
erf

(y −H)

2
√
κt̃

(4)178

where Tt and Tb are the initial top and bottom boundary temperatures, erf indicates the179

error function, H is the domain height, y is the vertical coordinate with initial unifor-180

mity in the x direction. Hence, the dynamic model sets in after heat has been lost dif-181

fusively for a time period t̃, an initial interval that would be nearly crystal-free and there-182

fore without significant flow dynamics.183

We assume that the crystal-free melt is Newtonian such that all non-linear effects184

apart from reactive coupling are a consequence of the resolved multiphase interactions.185

The governing equations for the crystal phase are Newton’s equations of rigid-body mo-186

tion187

Mc
dvc
dt

= Fc +Mcg (5)
188

d (Ic · ωc)
dt

= Tc (6)
189

dXc

dt
= vc (7)

where Mc is the mass of an individual crystal, Xc is the crystal position at center of mass,190

vc is the velocity of a crystal at center of mass, ωc is the angular velocity of the crys-191

tal, Fc is the hydrodynamic force on crystals, Tc is the crystal torque resulting from the192

surrounding melt, and Ic is the moment of inertia tensor of a crystal.193

For simplicity, we consider only a single type of crystal that is denser than the melt194

phase and has a constant radius, a = 1 mm. We set the crystal density to be a typi-195

cal value for olivine (3000kg/m3) in the basaltic simulations and for plagioclase feldspar196

(2600kg/m3) in the dacitic simulations. The crystals conserve momentum at the wall bound-197

ary, but the high viscosity slows the crystals such that the crystals do not get into di-198

rect contact with the walls or with one another. To resolve the long-range hydrodynamic199

interactions between crystalline and melt phases, we use a customized, multiphase solver200

for magmatic systems that has been extensively bench-marked in previous studies (Suckale201

et al., 2012a; Qin & Suckale, 2016, 2017; Qin et al., 2019).202

We use the thermodynamic equilibrium solver rhyolite-MELTS (Gualda et al., 2012;203

Ghiorso & Gualda, 2015) to obtain equilibrium phase proportions by volume, melt den-204

sity, melt viscosity, and the evolution of melt and crystal compositions with tempera-205

ture for a given magma bulk composition (Table 1), pressure (200 MPa) and oxygen fu-206

gacity (Nickel-nickel oxide) at the liquidus. We do not impose a fixed oxygen fugacity207

buffer for equilibrium calculations at different temperatures because there is no substan-208

tial evidence suggesting magma crystallises along a buffer (e.g. Borisov & Behrens, 2013;209

Borisov, 2016; O’Neill et al., 2006; Sack et al., 1980; Kress & Carmichael, 1991; Jaya-210

suriya et al., 2004). In Fig. 1, we show the change in crystallinity (φ), melt density (ρm),211

and dynamic viscosity (µ) for the basaltic and dacitic bulk compositions as a function212

of temperature (T ) together with best-fit polynomials which we use to more efficiently213

reference equilibrium calculations in our magma dynamics simulations.214

–6–
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Table 1. We base our compositions on the average compositions sampled by the Unzen erup-

tion described in Browne et al. (2006). To estimate the basaltic composition, we use the mafic

enclave composition. We created a line of best fit for each chemical content relative to SiO2 con-

tent for the mafic enclave and the host magma. We use the reported SiO2 content for the esti-

mated basaltic and dacitic magma compositions Browne et al. (2006)and calculate the chemical

compositions from the best fit. Then we normalize the compositions. The reported dacitic com-

position is the average composition.

Comp. SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5 H2O T range

Basalt 48.83 1.21 18.07 9.62 0.17 5.14 9.25 2.65 0.94 0.22 3.91 800-1040◦C

Dacite 63.92 0.62 15.16 0.82 0.08 2.04 4.28 3.47 2.52 0.17 3.87 700-940◦C

In a dynamically evolving magma body, phase segregation and thermal advection215

and diffusion act to locally disequilibrate phase proportions. In a natural system, dis-216

equilibrium will drive reactive equilibration by precipitating or dissolving crystals. Here,217

we model reactive phase change by an algorithm which instantaneously updates crys-218

tallinity to its equilibrium value in a control volume. We take the average temperature219

and crystallinity by volume over all of the cells in a control volume and compare to the220

equilibrium crystallinity at the given control volume temperature as given by rhyolite-221

MELTS (Fig. 1C–H). To enforce thermodynamic equilibrium, crystals of constant and222

equal size are randomly added or removed until the crystallinity is within less than one223

crystal per control volume of the equilibrium value. We refer to crystal removal and ad-224

dition as “dissolution” and “precipitation” in the manuscript, respectively. For numer-225

ical stability reasons, there is a buffer of 2a size along the walls where crystals do not226

precipitate.227

3 Instability initiates reactive, crystal-driven convection228

To identify how a reactively evolving crystallinity interacts with flow dynamics, we229

compare two simulations with basaltic bulk compositions in Fig. 2. In one of the sim-230

ulations, we maintain equilibrium crystallinity by precipitating or dissolving crystals dur-231

ing dynamic flow (Fig. 2A-C). We reference this simulation as the “reactive” simulation232

in the following. In the comparison simulation, we neglect equilibration by phase change233

and keep the number of crystals constant over time (Fig. 2D-F). We reference this sim-234

ulation as the “non-reactive” simulation. The reactive simulation has melt density vary235

from 2200–2450 kg/m3 and viscosity from 95–103 Pa·s as a function of T (Fig. 1D-E).236

The non-reactive simulation assumes a constant melt density of 2200 kg/m3 and melt237

viscosity of 95 Pas.238

The crystals in both simulations settle under the joint influence of gravity and the239

hydrodynamic forces arising from the presence of other crystals. The crystal-scale hy-240

drodynamic interactions are important dynamically because they lead to spatially het-241

erogeneous crystal motion relative to the collective flow pattern. We isolate and discuss242

this effect in detail in Culha et al. (2020). The crystals in the reactive simulation are het-243

erogeneously distributed partly due to these hydrodynamic interactions and partly due244

to crystal precipitating in the cooler portions of the domain. In both simulations, the245

crystals present initially drag cold magma along as they settle collectively. In the non-246

reactive simulation, settling of the fixed number of crystals leaves behind a gap in crys-247

tal distribution along the boundary, whereas in the reactive simulation, where we enforce248

thermodynamic phase equilibrium, precipitation replenishes crystallinity along the cool-249

ing boundary layer, forming a reactive, crystal-driven instability (Fig. 2A-B) that grows250

–7–
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Figure 2. Coupling flow dynamics to thermal evolution and crystal precipita-

tion/dissolution leads to a reactive crystal-driven instability. We show 2 simulations,

one maintaining equilibrium by crystal population control during dynamic flow (A-C) and one

without equilibration, where melt density and viscosity are held constant and the initial number

of crystals is left to evolve without precipitation/dissolution (D-F). Both simulations start with

the same initial crystallinity and identical crystal positions.

–8–
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into the downward current of an emerging convective cell (Fig. 2C). The upward counter-251

flow current is accommodated by the flow of crystal-poor magma.252

Reactive equilibration coupled to dynamic flow precipitates crystals predominantly253

where the developing instability is removing crystals from the cooling boundary layer,254

thereby further enhancing the instability and sustaining convective flow. The reactive255

crystal-driven convection advances crystals to 0.2m in 130s whereas the non-reactive crystal-256

driven convection advances crystals to the same depth in 200s (Fig. 2). Although the257

crystals rapidly travel in the reactive crystal-driven convection, the hottest gray contour258

in the reactive simulation does not reach the depth that the hottest gray contour reaches259

in the non-reactive simulation for the provided snapshots. Furthermore, the reactive, crystal-260

driven instability shows a linear morphology, which is the result of its high crystallinity261

and elevated interstitial melt viscosity that both resist deformation.262

The simulations shown so far used the basaltic bulk composition. We compare these263

results to the dacitic bulk composition to determine if this instability is widespread un-264

der different conditions. One of the pertinent differences between basalt and dacite is265

the melt viscosity, which is upwards of two orders of magnitude higher in the dacitic magma266

(Fig. 1E,H). In Fig. 3, we compare snapshots of four simulations, two that include re-267

active equilibration (A-B) and two that neglect phase change but differ in melt viscos-268

ity by three orders of magnitude (C-D). To facilitate our analysis, we show the results269

in non-dimensionalized form. We take the crystal radius, a, and the Stokes settling speed,270

∆vs = 2∆ρa2g
9µ , as the characteristic size and speed.271

Fig. 3A shows the same snapshot of the reactive basaltic simulation as Fig. 2C.272

We compare this simulation to the reactive evolution of crystallinity using the dacitic273

magma composition shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Dacitic magma crystals often record274

cooler temperature ranges than basaltic magmas; hence we model the thermodynamics275

at 700-940◦C temperature range, while keeping the pressure the same as in the basaltic276

run, which corresponds to the liquidus of the composition. At a similar non-dimensional277

time, the reactive basaltic and dacitic simulations show very different results (Fig. 3A-278

B). In the dacitic case (Fig. 3B), the domain crystallizes in a spatially homogeneous way279

without forming a crystal-driven flow instability as in the basaltic case (Fig. 3A). We280

show a snapshot that fully shows the domain to be covered in crystals as a comparison.281

In contrast, in the non-reactive case the two magma compositions produce identical crys-282

tal distributions and convective flow fields when observed at the same non-dimensional283

time (Fig. 3C-D).284

In the non-reactive simulations, the bulk density in the crystal rich layer is higher285

than the crystal-poor layer below, because the melt density is constant throughout the286

domain. The reactive instability arises even when we approximate neutral buoyancy of287

the bulk magma density (e.g., we approximate the mixture of melt and crystal density288

to stay constant between control volumes) which makes it different from the crystal driven289

instabilities studied in laboratory settings (Kerr & Lister, 1992; Völtz et al., 2002; Mi-290

chioka & Sumita, 2005; Shibano et al., 2013). The reactive, crystal-driven convection is,291

to some degree, analogous to thermal convection, because lateral perturbations to av-292

erage crystallinity and/or crystal settling can advance more rapidly than the cooling bound-293

ary layer, driving convection. However, the unstable density stratification here is the con-294

sequence of the local density contrast between crystals and melt, not a consequence of295

the bulk density contrast due to thermal expansivity of the magma. Furthermore, crystal-296

melt interactions introduce non-linear complexities within the collective flow that are not297

present in idealised Rayleigh-Bénard convection.298

The observed reactive, crystal-driven instability arises when the speed of collective299

crystal settling exceeds the rate of diffusive growth of the thermal boundary layer. Con-300

versely, if crystal settling is relatively slow, it will not keep pace with the diffusive bound-301

ary growth, suppressing the growth of the instability. Thus, the differences between the302

–9–
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Figure 3. High K hinders the instability. Temporal snapshots of four simulations: two

with (A-B), and two without reactive phase change (C-D). Simulations A and C as well as B

and D start with the same initial crystallinity. We only increase the viscosity in D from C. We

present our results in non-dimensional form.
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Figure 4. Temperature changes for crystals in and out of equilibrium Histogram

of the temperature change between precipitation temperature and final crystal temperature for

individual crystals during the two simulations in Fig. 3C-D. Histogram in A has crystals that

precipitated throughout the simulation in Fig. 2A-C and C, whereas histogram in B has crystals

that precipitated throughout the simulation in Fig. 3D. The purple histogram shows crystals

that lasted to the end of the simulation snapshot in Fig. 3A-C and the orange histogram includes

crystals that also dissolved during the simulation, “crystals out of equilibrium”. For crystals that

are out of equilibrium, the final crystal temperature is the temperature at which the crystal was

last present.

reactively coupled basaltic and dacitic simulations arise due to competing speeds: (a)303

crystal-driven advection speed and (b) thermal diffusion speed. The ratio of these speeds304

determines if a reactive crystal-driven instability forms in magmatic settings.305

The stability of reactive, crystal-driven convection can be characterised by a dimen-306

sionless number K analogous to a Rayleigh number as the ratio between the crystal set-307

tling speed and the thermal diffusion rate, but with the crystal size as the characteris-308

tic length scale and the crystal-melt density difference as the source of buoyancy con-309

trast,310

K =
a3g(ρc − ρm)

κµ
. (8)311

The K numbers for the reactive basaltic and dacitic simulations are O(10−1) and O(10−4),312

respectively. Our future research will analyze whether there is a critical K value for the313

onset of reactive crystal-driven convection.314

4 Most crystals in reactive crystal-driven instability dissolve315

Crystals entrained in convective flow may become disequilibrated with evolving ther-316

mal conditions. In our simulations, we instantaneously dissolve a crystal that is “out of317

equilibrium”, in the sense that it has moved into a control volume where the average crys-318

tallinity now exceeds the calculated equilibrium value. In natural samples, crystals that319

are out of equilibrium initially have their rims dissolved and, with time, might dissolve320

completely. While we do not model rim dissolution in our simulations directly, we can321
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keep track of the thermal history of crystals regardless of whether they survived until322

the end of the simulation. We identify the temperature change of each of the crystals323

by recording its temperature at precipitation as well as the time of their dissolution or324

the stopping time of the simulation. In many cases, the crystals experience both cool-325

ing and heating temperature histories. Our metric is hence not necessarily identical to326

the maximum temperature range of a crystal’s history.327

In Fig. 4 we show the temperature change each crystal experiences over a temper-328

ature range of 240◦C, the initial maximum temperature contrast within the simulation.329

Fig. 4A and B correspond to the reactive basaltic and dacitic simulations in Fig. 3A and330

B, respectively. We only record crystals that exist for at least two model output frames331

to compute a temperature difference. We show the crystals that last until the end of the332

simulation in purple regardless of when they formed and all of the crystals that existed333

for more than two model output frames throughout the simulation in orange. Although334

some of the crystals in the purple histogram might have entered into a control volume335

that was unfavorable for them, these crystals were not randomly chosen to dissolve in336

our algorithm. We label the crystals depicted in the purple histogram as crystals in “equi-337

librium” and the ones in orange as crystal “in and out of equilibrium”.338

In the reactive, basaltic simulation (Fig. 4A), the two histograms are different: at339

least 69% of the crystals in Fig. 4A precipitated and/or dissolved during the simulation.340

In the reactive, dacitic simulation (Fig. 4B), the two histograms are similar: only about341

13% of the crystals in Fig. 4B dissolve during the simulation. Most crystals in the re-342

active, dacitic simulation stay in thermodynamic equilibrium, indicating a lesser degree343

of dynamic disequilibration in the absence of the flow instability. In comparison, Fig. 4A344

shows that most of the crystals in reactive crystal-driven instability go out of equilib-345

rium, indicating a much higher degree of dynamic disequilibration. In natural samples,346

this likely translates to many crystals presenting partially dissolved rims, known as re-347

sorption zones (Ginibre et al., 2002). Completely dissolved crystals would, of course, not348

be recorded in natural samples at all. Either scenario implies a partial or full loss of ther-349

mal history recorded in crystal zonations.350

5 Reactive, crystal-driven instability leads to thermal zonations351

While both simulations in Figure 4 start with the same gradient in temperature352

of 240◦C, 23% of the crystals in equilibrium experience net heating throughout their recorded353

history in Fig. 4A, whereas only 3% of the crystals in Fig. 4B show heating. Addition-354

ally, the crystals show a wide range of temperature changes. Natural crystal samples show355

evidence of cooling, or normal zonations, and heating, or reverse zonations, as well as356

heterogeneity in zonations across crystal populations. In order to compare the processes357

modelled here to normal and reverse zonations observed in crystal populations as well358

as the zonation heterogeneity in crystal populations, we analyse the results of a simu-359

lation that lasts for a longer period of time than in Fig. 2-4. We run a reactive, basaltic360

simulation on a domain that is three times the size of the simulation in Fig. 2A-C.361

While the initial condition of the simulation is the same as in the previous, the larger362

domain allows for two crystal-rich instabilities to form in parallel, as shown in Fig. 5A-363

C. The one on the right advances relatively rapidly through the domain and the tip of364

the instability separates from the spine. To analyse a range of crystal histories evolving365

along distinct paths we select different sub-populations according to their initial and fi-366

nal positions and track their migration through the domain; these are highlighted in colour367

in Fig. 5. Most crystals in these sub-populations escape dissolution for the majority of368

the simulation. Blue and green crystals are initially positioned on the left and right sides369

of the cooling boundary layer, respectively, and remain within the top half of the domain370

over the course of the simulation. Purple crystals are a subgroup of the blue crystals that371

reach the base of the domain within the simulation time. The colored squares encapsu-372
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Figure 5. Crystal displacement on scales comparable to crystal diameter may re-

sult in crystal zonations unique from the crystals in their immediate vicinity A-C

shows snapshots of a simulation with same initial conditions as the simulation in Fig. 2(A-C) but

3x the size of that in Fig. 2A-C. We highlight three crystal sub-populations to show how crystals

move together in some regions and separate in others. Purple crystals are crystals that traveled

to the bottom of the domain over the course of the simulation. Blue and green crystals precipi-

tated in the left and right sides of the top domain, respectively, and remained in the top half of

the domain during the portion of the dynamics shown here. The square box encapsulates all of

the crystals in each category. D shows temperature profiles of crystals from A-C. We compare

our results to natural crystal samples from Parinacota Volcano, Chile (Ginibre et al., 2002). The

anorthite content zonations of E and G are in F and G. The gray dashed lines labeled R1 and R0

point to suspected resorption zones along the zonation.
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late all of the crystals in each of the sub-populations. The different sub-populations re-373

veal that crystals that start in close proximity, such as purple and blue crystals, can end374

in very different parts of the domain as a consequence of reactive crystal-driven flow. Con-375

versely, crystals starting out in different segments of the domain can move closer to one376

another and even mix, such as the green and blue crystals.377

Fig. 5D shows 2 crystals with detailed thermal crystal histories in each of the pur-378

ple, blue and green sub-populations. We picked these 6 crystals to show how they can379

have both very different and similar thermal histories even though they neighbor one an-380

other. We record the average temperature of the cells in the crystal over time to record381

these thermal histories. This choice is a simplification, since in natural samples each crys-382

tal zone within its greater zonation is thought to sample the temperature of the melt that383

the crystal is equilibrating with along its rim.384

The green sampled crystals record around the same temperature and similar cool-385

ing rates initially, but then one of them begins to record significant heating while the other386

shows continued cooling. The two blue crystals show similar cooling histories to the green387

ones, but they sample different initial temperatures and stay shifted in temperature. Sim-388

ilarly to samples from the green group, one blue crystal exhibits heating towards the end389

of the simulation, while the other continues to cool. The purple crystals, which remain390

close to each other throughout the simulation, initially have different precipitation tem-391

peratures and degrees of cooling/heating. However, as they founder collectively within392

the left instability, they sample similar temperatures towards the end of the run. These393

results show that crystals found next to one another may have experienced quite differ-394

ent temperature histories.395

Furthermore, the crystals can experience short and rapid cooling and heating events396

which could resemble the heating and cooling experienced over longer times scales. For397

example, the rapid heating recorded by (a) the cooler of the two purple crystals between398

100-200s and (b) the hotter of the two purple crystals between 50-75s and 100-150s can399

resemble the heating recorded by both the one blue, one green, and both purple crys-400

tals at 250-350s. Yet, these heating events are at different times in the history of the crys-401

tals and/or for different duration.402

To illustrate the ramifications of these insights for the analysis of zonations, we re-403

produce observations of zonations in natural plagioclase samples from Ginibre et al. (2002)404

collected at the Parinacota Volcano, Chile, in Fig. 5E-H. We pick this study because it405

reveals the diversity of observed zonations in natural plagioclase crystals. In Fig. 5F and406

G, we reproduce the backscatter electron images and anorthite content measurements407

of two plagioclase crystals classified as having the same type of zonations (Ginibre et al.,408

2002). The original work identifies two resorption zones, R0 and R1, that mark the ter-409

mination and onset, respectively, of zones in the plagioclase samples that have a simi-410

lar pattern. In Fig. 6E-H, from the crystal core to R1, the two crystals have different411

zones to one another: the crystal in F shows little variation in anorthite content whereas412

the crystal in H shows a general decrease in anorthite content. Although, between R1413

and R0, the two crystals decrease in anorthite content to 35%, the length of the zone is414

different. Finally, between R0 and the crystal rim, each of the crystals have a different415

degree of variability in anorthite content.416

Temperature plays a key role in anorthite and trace element concentrations, such417

that a change in 10s of degrees Celsius can alter anorthite content by a few percent (Cashman418

& Blundy, 2013; Santo, 2005; Kojitani & Akaogi, 1995). This feature makes plagioclase419

a potentially valuable tracer for reactive crystal-driven convection. Since we do not model420

crystal growth in our simulations, we cannot compare simulation and data directly. Nev-421

ertheless, the thermal history identified in our simulations should be observable in the422

form of different growth zones for crystals like plagioclase. As shown in Fig. 5D, a crys-423

tal can initially have different zones and then experience similar zones (purple crystals)424
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Figure 6. Bias in our crystal analysis. We show the final snapshot of the simulation in

Fig. 2A-C. The instability is split into different segments and the thermal history of the crystals

that terminate in that segment are shown in plots A-E. The blue, gray and red profiles suggest

that the crystal experienced overall cooling, less than 10◦C temperature change, or heating,

respectively.

or similar zones and then transition into different zones (green crystals). A combination425

of our simulated thermal zonations could sandwich a similar zone between two different426

zones for multiple crystals like the natural plagioclase crystals in Fig. 5E-H. Another form427

of reproducing these results would be looking at different temporal scales of the crys-428

talline history, such as in the example where the short lived, heating history of the cooler429

purple crystal at 50-75s resembles the longer-lived, heating of the one blue, one green,430

and both purple crystals.431

Since we do not allow crystals to stay in the simulation once dissolved, we are not432

be able to capture any gaps in the crystal history analogous to a resorption zone. Sim-433

ulating crystals to exist out of equilibrium and record resorption zones would allow the434

simulated crystals to last longer and show more varied zonations. Even with this lim-435

itation, our observations show that crystalline-scale flow can produce varied and hetero-436

geneous thermal zonations that resemble natural plagioclase records.437

6 Crystals provide an incomplete record of magma dynamics438

Our analysis raises the question how well crystals testify to dynamically evolving439

conditions within a magmatic system. In Fig. 4, the orange histograms center around440

small temperature changes, whereas the purple histograms preserve a larger distribution441

of temperature changes. Our results suggest that the crystals that stay in equilibrium442

tell a different story than the crystals that have experienced disequilibration, inducing443

a bias in our crystal zonations analysis in Sec. 5. We specifically look at which parts of444

the dynamics the crystals sample and which parts get omitted in their record of the in-445
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stability. In Fig. 6 we split the instability into five segments. At the end of the simu-446

lation, we select all the crystals in each of the segments and display their thermal his-447

tory for their entire lifetime. If the crystal experiences overall heating, cooling, or less448

than 10◦C temperature change, then the profile is displayed in red, blue, or gray, respec-449

tively.450

Since the cooler temperature at the top boundary locally increase melt viscosity,451

some of the crystals at the top of the instability move more slowly and cool with time452

(Fig. 6A). As a result, this part of the domain is well sampled and documented by the453

crystals that remain within the top segment, A. However, some information is lost about454

the crystals entrained in the instability, because some are subject to heating and disso-455

lution and are hence removed from the simulation (Fig. 6B). The tip of the instability456

is least sampled by the crystal population and comprises crystals with the shortest life457

span, making it the most dynamic part of the instability (Fig. 6C-E). Our results show458

that there are two related, but distinct biases: (1) crystal growth does not fully sample459

the instability. Crystals preferentially precipitate at the tail of the instability (Fig. 6A)460

instead of at the tip (Fig. 6E) leading to a biased record of dynamic environments within461

the flow system; (2) crystal dissolution due to dynamic disequilibration will remove some462

growth rims or even entire crystals, and with them, their record of the magma dynam-463

ics.464

7 Discussion465

One of the fundamental challenges in volcanology is to infer the complex magmatic466

processes occurring at depth prior to eruption from limited data. Crystals trapped in467

magma quenched upon eruption record at least some aspects of the pre-eruptive condi-468

tions in the volcanic conduit directly (Demouchy & Mackwell, 2006; Spilliaert et al., 2006;469

DiBenedetto et al., 2020). However, leveraging crystal-scale data can be difficult since470

most volcanic models are formulated at the system scale of hundreds of metres to tens471

of kilometers and do not entail testable model predictions at the crystal scale that could472

be evaluated against this data.473

Recent modeling efforts indicate that incomplete sampling can bias the interpre-474

tation of crystal populations if there is substantial heterogeneity in the zonations they475

record (Lilu et al., 2020; Andrews & Befus, 2020). This is consistent with our model find-476

ings. For example, all of our simulations model a system-scale cooling of a hotter magma477

injection, but some of the crystals record consistent heating or partial heating, which we478

interpret as corresponding to reverse zonations in natural data (Fig. 5D and 6). Our find-479

ings shed light on the processes contributing to this variability and identify inevitable480

gaps in the records of preserved crystal populations. Testing our process-based model481

against crystalline-scale observations might hence require multiple textural indicators482

in addition to chemical zonation patterns.483

7.1 Indicators484

In this section, we describe how the reactive, crystal-driven instability in melt rich485

systems could be reflected in zonations, glomerocrysts, crystal chains, and cross bedding486

to facilitate testing of our model results against field data. Here, we study reactive, crystal-487

driven convection only in the limit of relatively low average crystal fraction and infer the488

observational indicators of the simulated dynamics. In natural volcanic systems, crys-489

tals inevitably experience a much wider range of conditions than considered here, im-490

plying that the presence of the indicators discussed below may be suggestive of reactive,491

crystal-driven convection but offers no compelling proof of their uniqueness. Instead, our492

objective is to demonstrate an alternative explanation for some of the observed variabil-493

ity that does not entail a system-wide change in the dynamic.494
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Figure 7. Crystal chains at low crystallinity. A is a snapshot of our simulation result

as shown in Fig. 2C. The crystals in contact with neighboring crystals are colored red. There

are horizontal and vertical crystal chains that form. Similar chains are found in the plagio-

clase crystals (in gray outlined in red of B) in the Holyoke Basalt Flow– originally published in

Philpotts et al. (1998). C shows the experiment results from Philpotts et al. (1998). The hand

sample data, of which B originated from, resists deformation when melted to have only 37 vol%

crystallinity.

None of our simulations attempt to mimic a specific volcanic system, but our scal-495

ing analysis (Fig. 3) suggests that reactive, crystal-driven instabilities would form more496

readily in basaltic than dacitic systems. The reason is that the relatively lower viscos-497

ity of basaltic magma allows crystals of a wider range of sizes to move quickly with re-498

spect to the propagation speed of the cooling front. However, reactive, crystal-driven in-499

stabilities could occur in dacitic, or other more evolved, compositions as well, just over500

a different parameter range with potentially larger crystals. Another factor is the growth501

rate of crystals. Reactive, crystal-driven instabilities are particularly pronounced for min-502

eral phases that grow and dissolve quickly and hence keep the system close to local phase503

equilibrium.504

Our results suggest that crystals would be able to record reactive, crystal-driven505

instability as zonations (Fig. 5D and 6), depending on the speed of the instability and506

the crystal growth rate. Here, we assume that crystals adjust instantaneously to chang-507

ing thermodynamic conditions, mimicking a fast-growing and fast-dissolving mineral phase.508

In addition to the growth rate, our simulations suggest that crystals in relatively low-509

viscosity, basaltic magma segregate quickly meaning they may experience relatively rapid510

changes in chemistry and temperature of their surrounding melt. In contrast, crystals511

in relatively high-viscosity, dacitic magma would experience more gradual changes in chem-512

ical content imprinted in their zonations. This expectation is consistent with some zona-513

tion patterns observed along plagioclase crystals in different magma compositions. For514

example, we identify at least 3 different plagioclase crystals in the Kutsugata basaltic515

lava in Rishire Volcano, Japan that jump in anorthite content on the order of 10s of per516

cent over a zonation thickness of 10s of micrometers (Fig. 6c,d, and f in (Kuritani, 1998)).517

In contrast, the plagioclase crystals in the dacitic Parinacota Volcano, Chile increase in518

anorthite content of less than 10 per cent over a zonation thickness of 100s of microm-519

eters (Fig. 5F and H).520

In addition to zonations, another observational signature of a reactive crystal-driven521

instability may be glomerocrysts, or crystal clusters. Crystals in a reactive crystal-driven522

instability congregate close to one another through “synneusis” (Culha et al., 2020; Schwindinger523

& Anderson, Jr., 1989; Vogt, 1921), the swimming together of crystals during flow. The524

process is captured in the non-reactive, basaltic simulation in Fig. 2D-F and is commonly525
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observed in the Stokes flow regime (Lamb, 1911; Batchelor & Batchelor, 2000; Qin & Suckale,526

2020; DiBenedetto et al., 2020). In reactive crystal-driven flows, crystals also preferen-527

tially precipitate in crystal-rich regions along the top boundary and at the tail of the in-528

stability where cooling and crystal settling create favourable conditions (Fig. 6). Although529

we do not model different crystal types, our model suggests that crystals precipitating530

within the crystal-rich cluster of an established reactive crystal-driven instability would531

record the chemical signature of the residual melt, similar to the characteristics of crys-532

tals in the center of glomerocrysts (Garcia & Jacobson, 1979). We expect that the glom-533

erocrysts would preserve a geochemical environment at their center that is distinct from534

the surrounding magma. Conversely, crystals along the outer rim would be most exposed535

to the dynamically changing geochemical environment and are most likely to experience536

resorption (Fig. 6C-E). Our simulations model early stages of cooling at high melt frac-537

tions. Although the high crystallinity of glomerocrysts might suggest their formation to538

be at later stages of cooling, our results suggest that they could form in early stages of539

cooling within melt-rich conditions, too. The crystal-rich segment of the instability is540

at 40 vol% crystallinity, although the average crystallinity of the entire domain is only541

15 vol%. Our results would suggest that glomerocrysts could form prior to close pack-542

ing of crystals. These results are consistent with observations that suggest formation of543

glomerocrysts prior to complete crystallization of melt (Hogan, 1993), but unclear if they544

also form prior to reaching a dense packing crystallinity of > 50 vol%.545

Our results suggest that crystals may dynamically align in approximately linear546

chains during flow, as well. In Fig. 7A, we color crystals that are in less than half a ra-547

dius proximity to other crystals in a single snapshot in red, highlighting the formation548

of transient, linear crystal chains. We observe chains forming within the crystal-rich in-549

stability, where crystallinity is considerably elevated above the average of 15 vol% over550

the entire domain.551

One of the reasons why crystal chains matter is because they can transfer stress,552

or act as force chains (Schleicher & Bergantz, 2017; Sun et al., 2010; Sandnes et al., 2011;553

Qin et al., 2019; Qin & Suckale, 2020), and therefore provide resistance to deformation554

(Fig. 7C). We highlight a red lateral chain which appears to partially resist deformation.555

The highlighted features in our simulations are transient force chains; however if crys-556

tals remained aligned in chains for an extended period of time, they could inter-grow and557

continually transfer stress and resist deformation (DiBenedetto et al., 2020). Force chains558

are commonly observed in simulations at high crystal volume fractions (∼50 vol%) (Bergantz559

et al., 2017); however, since analysis done by Philpotts et al. (in Philpotts et al., 1998,560

1999), which showed force chains to form at crystallinities as low as 25 vol%, researchers561

have wondered how force chains could form at low crystallinities. Along with shear-induced562

flow at low crystallinity (Qin & Suckale, 2020), we interpret that force chains may also563

arise in reactive, crystal-driven instability where there is a heterogeneity in crystallinity564

ranging from 5− 40 vol%, while keeping the overall crystallinity at 15 vol%.565

Another indicator of the reactive, crystal-driven instability at the base of the mag-566

matic lens could be cross-bedded crystal layering. Our models show that the heads of567

crystal-rich instabilities may detach from their tails (e.g., Fig. 5C) and deliver crystals568

to the base of the magmatic lens in batches. In Fig. 5C, we show a snapshot of the in-569

stability with the purple crystals reaching the bottom of our simulation domain and the570

crystals spreading out. Unlike crystals individually “raining” through the magmatic lens,571

the collective settling of crystals in multiple distinct crystal-rich clusters would suggest572

a depositional environment similar to repeated gravity currents. This process may be573

preserved as cross-bedded crystal layers as observed at Duke Island, Skaergaard (Irvine,574

1980) and Stillwater (Jackson, 1961) outcrops.575
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7.2 Implications576

A system-scale implication of our results is that an instability at the crystal scale577

can enhance larger scale convective processes. For example, the results from our previ-578

ous work (Culha et al., 2020) suggest that crystal-driven convection may add to other579

convective processes such as thermal (Singer et al., 1995; Bachmann et al., 2002; Huber580

et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2000) or bubble-driven convection (Bergantz et al., 2017) driv-581

ing mesoscale flow. Here, we show that crystal-driven instabilities become self-sustaining582

and faster when including reactive phase equilibration. Thus, thermodynamic phase changes583

could enhance other fluid dynamic instabilities. In fact, reactive, transport feed-backs584

are commonly studied features at the porous flow limit of magmatic systems that en-585

hance melt transport (Keller et al., 2017; Mittal & Richards, 2017). Although our re-586

sults show that the reactive, crystal-driven instability that we study here might be dif-587

ficult to initiate in more felsic magmas (Fig. 3), precipitation and dissolution of crys-588

tals in convection driven by other processes will still occur and can further enhance con-589

vection.590

The degree to which reactive, crystal-driven convection will enhance larger scale591

convection is dependent on how quickly crystals can respond to the new thermodynamic592

environment that they enter. Here, we make an explicit assumption that thermodynamic593

equilibrium is instantaneously met by precipitating new or dissolving pre-existing crys-594

tals. Hence, we provide an upper bound on how rapidly an instability may grow. Due595

to the kinetics of crystal nucleation and growth or dissolution, natural systems will have596

a slower response, and they may grow or resorb pre-existing crystals, altering the mor-597

phology of the instability we observe here. Better quantifying reaction, nucleation, and598

growth rates and introducing them into these models will lead to a more variable spec-599

trum of reactive, crystal-driven instability and convection.600

Our simulations provide a new perspective on interpretations of chemical zonations601

by associating crystal zonations with reactive, crystal-driven convection. Researchers have602

previously invoked large-scale, thermal convection, (e.g. Singer et al., 1995; Bachmann603

et al., 2002; Huber et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2000), mafic injections (Annen et al., 2005),604

and magma mixing (Sparks et al., 1977; Davidson & Tepley, 1997; Zellmer et al., 2003)605

to explain crystal zonations in natural samples. Our simulations demonstrate that zona-606

tions do not necessarily represent system-scale processes, but may well capture crystalline-607

scale flow dynamics. For example, the local-scale flow that results from the dynamic na-608

ture of the reactive crystal-driven instability exposes our simulated crystals to chang-609

ing thermal environments and introduces spatial heterogeneity, which is then recorded610

in their thermal histories.611

In the absence of a system-scale overturn, processes like thermally- or bubble-driven612

flow, shearing, and small deformations can lead to local reordering of crystals which may613

appear like a new environment to a crystal. The size of the zonation will then depend614

on the longevity and speed of the force driving crystal reordering. Crystals not only record615

temporal evolution (Ubide & Kamber, 2018; Zellmer et al., 2003) and spatial heterogene-616

ity (Roman et al., 2006; Kahl et al., 2011) of the magmatic system, but also local-scale617

dynamics as seen here. Our results suggest that crystal zonations for most crystals, es-618

pecially quickly precipitating crystals like plagioclase, should be common, a prediction619

that is borne out by observations (Shore & Fowler, 1996). Hence, for certain types of crys-620

tals, the absence of zonations could be a more valuable observational constraint than the621

presence of zonations, because there are fewer dynamic scenarios their absence would be622

compatible with.623

Our results suggest that for a given speed, relatively slow growing crystals would624

average over the nuances associated with the magma dynamics we study here, whereas625

relatively quickly growing crystals would be able to record more detailed histories. Yet,626

with similarly fast rates of dissolution, these crystals are also more prone to have their627
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record erased as resorption zones. Fig. 4A and 6 quantify how many and characterize628

where the majority of the crystals dissolve in a reactive, crystal-driven instability. This629

finding suggests that in natural samples, crystal zonation bands and entire crystals may630

dissolve due to dynamic disequilibration, erasing their record of a magmatic processes631

such as the reactive crystal-driven convection during cooling (Fig. 6). Hence, our results632

suggest that local-scale flow dynamics can overprint broader system-scale trends, high-633

lighting the challenge of deducing system-scale dynamics from individual crystals.634

Most of the sub-populations in the more dynamic region of our domain (melt-rich;635

Fig. 6B-E) are shorter lived than the entire simulation. Sampling these crystals with short636

residence times would suggest that the simulation was ephemeral. Underestimating the637

cooling rate from zonations has significant implications for interpreting magma storage638

timescales and temperatures. Recent literature on magma storage look at plagioclase and639

zircon crystals to understand timescales and temperatures of magma storage and notice640

surprisingly short timescales of magma storage in predominantly melt-rich, or hot, con-641

ditions (Cooper & Kent, 2014; Rubin et al., 2017).642

Our results would suggest that rapidly precipitating and dissolving crystal zona-643

tion records, like plagioclase crystals, bias the interpretation of hot storage time to be644

much shorter than it may actually be. Consequently, the time between mobilization of645

a magma body and eruption may be longer than the 100s of years the plagioclase crys-646

tals appear to indicate (Cooper & Kent, 2014). Our results further emphasize the need647

to do process-based modeling of magmatic systems and analyze their implications at the648

crystalline scale to better interpret geochemical observations at the same scale (Gelman649

et al., 2013; Barboni et al., 2016; Kent & Cooper, 2018). By understanding the limits650

on the interpretation of crystalline data, we can more accurately quantify the longevity651

of hot storage regions, speed of remobilization, and rates of mafic injections that may652

drive eruptions.653

8 Conclusion654

Our study quantifies the thermal heterogeneity in crystal-scale data that will arise655

from phase change reactions in response to thermal disequilibration by dynamic flow.656

By resolving the crystal-melt interactions within a reacively evolving crystal load, we iden-657

tify a self-sustaining instability driven by crystallization within a cooling boundary layer,658

which we call a reactive, crystal-driven instability. The collectively settling crystals in659

the instability drag cool melt from the interface into the hotter magma below. The in-660

stability develops into a reactive crystal-driven convection, resulting in a heterogeneous661

distribution of temperature, melt density, viscosity, and magma crystallinity through-662

out the magma lens. We find that the ratio of crystal advection speed and thermal dif-663

fusion speed, similar to a Rayleigh number, will determine if the instability forms in nat-664

ural systems, and the instability is more likely to arise in basaltic compositions at the665

sub-metre scale, where crystal settling is faster than thermal diffusion.666

The main contribution of our simulator is that it can track crystals and the ther-667

mal conditions that they sample, while allowing for crystal precipitation and dissolution.668

The crystal populations show a wide range of thermal zonations including heating, cool-669

ing, and oscillations, which resemble crystal zonations in natural samples. Moreover, we670

can keep record of the crystals that dissolve in our simulations, which make up the ma-671

jority of the crystals entrained in the reactive, crystal-driven instability. Hence, the crys-672

tal population left over from reactive, crystal-driven instability does not provide a com-673

plete record of the flow dynamics that have occurred in the system. Our work firmly em-674

phasizes the significance of using multiple geochemical and textural indicators in mag-675

matic systems to decipher the processes creating the observable zonations in crystals.676
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